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MMEA Calendar
Thursday Keynote:

NAfME President
Dr. Mackie Spradley

Friday Keynote:

Dr. Richard White
R.A.W. TUBA

Saturday Session:

Wynton Marsalis
Jazz at Lincoln Center

MASTER SCHEDULE:

THURS. 4/22: 6:00-9:30pm
FRI. 4/23:
6:00-9:30pm
SAT. 4/24:
9:00am-5pm

https://bit.ly/ED2021ConferenceSchedule

NAfME Members: $45.00
NAfME Collegiates: $25.00

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION:

All-Eastern Honor Ensembles!
Dedicated Concert Hour!
Exhibitor Connections!

REGISTER HERE

EASTERN DIVISION WEBSITE:
https://bit.ly/easterndivision2021

MMEA Event Schedule
Apr. 9–10
Apr. 9–10
Apr. 22–24

Virtual Solo & Ensemble Festival
Virtual State Jazz Festival
Virtual Eastern Division Conference

May 10–15
May 18		
May 18
May 19 		

MMEA Virtual Conference
MMEA Jazz Meeting, 5 pm (Zoom)
MMEA Board Meeting, 6:30 pm @ UMaine
MMEA All-Member Meeting, 6:30 pm (Zoom)
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May 20–22

MMEA BOC All-State Festival @ UMaine

June 28		

MMEA Board Meeting @6:30 via Zoom
Click here for a printable version
of this calendar
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New Board Members and Election Results

2021 MMEA Election Results
District 1: Missy Shabo
District 3: Brandon Duras
District 5: Under Review
District 7: Pam Kinsey
General Music 6–12: Dr. Christian Giddings
Chorus VP: Drew Albert
Orchestra VP: Linda Vaillancourt
Secretary: Cassie Cooper

mainemea.org
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Dear Colleagues;
No matter where you live and work in this gloriously diverse state,
winter is receding.

H

ow winter departs though, can look
very different. Southern Maine,
where I live, saw temperatures in the 60’s
on a recent Friday with the snowdrops
peeking their heads up from my father’s
garden. The winds changed overnight
with blustery freezing weather returning just in time for the weekend. I have
friends who were sneaking in a quick trip
up North to take advantage of possibly
the last good snowmobiling conditions
of the season. Despite what the calendar
says, we know that for a while a final
round of snow could come our way. I’ll
bet your snow shovels are still nearby.
So too, the stranglehold the pandemic
has had on our lives and schools this year
is loosening. Just as we remain vigilant
with the weather in Maine, we must
remain ready to proceed with caution.
Along with our cautious approach we
need to be willing to step forward and
offer help to our neighbors. We’ve all
needed help shoveling after a big storm
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(thanks, Dad!), and we’ve all been the
ones offering. I know you’ve been the
ones stepping forward and helping
because I have seen so much support
offered this year. The examples are innumerable, but here are a few: members
who joined the writing group during the
summer that resulted in MMEA’s DEIA
statement, people who completely rebuilt
our audition process and learned a new
platform for hosting auditions and festivals, VP’s who retooled entire festivals
and then took on the task of including
another complete event so that more
students would have opportunities, VP’s
who continue to address current processes and materials to bring improvements
to our festivals, and District Chairs who
are already turning their attention to
fall planning. A review of this edition of
the “Motif” will underscore the amazing
work of our conference co-chairs. So
much professional development! Are
these people provided time from their
workday to accomplish these tasks? Do
they have an abundance of free time? Are
they superhuman? Of course the answer
is “no”. And although they may be the
first to raise their hands, it doesn’t mean
they don’t need help sometimes too.

fall yard work, and as the pandemic ebbs
it leaves behind things we may not have
known were there. What is revealed can
vary vastly from place to place. As we
take stock of what this year has done and
the clean up begins, I ask you to turn
your gaze to your neighbors in the music
community. How are we doing? How
are we all doing? Music will return to all
schools in Maine. When and how are
yet unknown for many. Be vigilant. Be as
helpful to others as you can. Slow down
and consider the circumstances of others.
Your support can come in any form--a
message to a colleague, a simple strategy
that is working for you, a shared lesson.
While the entire world has experienced
the same calamity, who better than other
music teachers to understand what we
have endured? Your words and experience may be just what someone else
needs to help them persevere this spring.
Let’s work to ensure a season of renewal
for us all.
Be well,
Sandy Barry
MMEA President
president@mainemea.org

The receding snow reveals the forgotten
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Previewing the Band
Conference Sessions
Greetings fellow music educators!
As I write this, it’s been exactly one year since our state was first shut
down from COVID-19.

O

ver the past year, I have definitely grieved the loss of aspects of
my band program. I have at times felt
helpless and frustrated with the challenges I’ve faced as I tried to plan a path
forward in maintaining basic elements of
my program. However, there have also
been times when I’ve celebrated successes, such as new teaching strategies and
lessons I’ve tried, and connections I have
made with students. I have also thought
about what I’ve learned over the past year
that I can use to further refine my craft as
a teacher.
As I’ve considered sessions for the May
conference, I’ve looked for presentations that acknowledge our experiences
from the past year and look forward to
rebuilding our programs this spring and
next school year. I’ve attempted to find
high-quality offerings from colleagues in
the field that will positively impact all levels of Maine band programs, beginning
through high school. I am particularly
excited for you to have the opportunity
to learn from three clinicians I encountered at the Midwest clinic. Katie Lewis
and Laura Bell from Frisco, Texas will be
presenting a video session entitled “Technology Tools to Enhance Engagement”
that shares some of the many technology tools they have used in their middle
school band program. They will then be
joining us for a follow-up Zoom session
to answer your questions and share more
about their experiences this year. And we
are fortunate to have Beth Fabrizio from
Rochester, New York, presenting a session
on “Upgrading your Clarinet Section”
that is jammed-pack with information.
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And I am excited to see her Zoom session
“Teaching Your Parents How to be the
Music Educator at Home”. I’m sure this
information will be beneficial during
periods of remote and typical instruction.
And that’s not all!!! Here are brief
descriptions for the great band sessions
we’re offering at the MMEA Conference
which will be taking place online May
10-15.

Teaching Your Parents How to be the
Music Educator at Home
Beth Fabrizio
How parents can support their kiddos
at home and make practice effective and
interesting. Websites/YouTube/ and a sea
of support info.
Upgrading Your Clarinet Section
Beth Fabrizio
Strengthen your clarinet section using
technique exercises, tone quality, tonguing, reed selection and care, alternate
fingerings and a myriad of warm up
exercises for your students.

I also wanted to let all of you that work
with high school students on All-State
auditions know that the lyric etude is
now available on the MMEA website.
We have again contracted with Michael
Shun, who arranged last year’s piece, to
arrange Rachmaninoff’s beautiful melody
“Vocalise” for us this year. This will be
available on the MMEA website by AllState in May.
My best wishes for the remainder of this
school year. If I can be of any help, please
feel free to contact me.

Technology Tools to Enhance
Engagement
Katie Lewis & Laura Bell
After more than a semester of learning to
navigate the world of concurrent, hybrid,
and/or virtual band directing, Lewis and
Bell will share tips and tricks on what
they’ve found that works…..and what
doesn’t! They will dive into the technology applications that they will continue
using in the future, even after this year.
Roundtable: Recruiting and Reimagining Beginning Band Students
Caitlin Ramsey & Missy Shabo
Participants will discuss successful
recruitment strategies and brainstorm
effective approaches for starting begin-
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ners in the fall. This session is directed
at elementary band directors as well as
middle school band directors who may
find themselves teaching older beginners
due to the constraints of the 20-21 school
year.

definitions of culminating performance
experiences beyond replication, and consider possible implications for curriculum, student diversity and representation,
and engagement in our programs.

Picking up the Pieces and Moving
Forward: Reconstituting your Secondary Music Program after COVID-19
Philip Edelman
In this session, we will explore the steps
that we can take to process the loss, recover our students, and grow our programs
after the pandemic has subsided.

What Do I Do With Those Drummers?!?
Robin Linaberry
This session offers a comprehensive
plan including a step-by-step template
for assigning parts, a method to develop
students’ section responsibilities, a builtin mentoring model, and a self-directed
(personalized) curriculum to help with all
aspects of Percussion education.

You Want Me To Do WHAT?:
Recasting the Concert Experience
During COVID-19
Jocelyn Armes
This session will expand traditional

Intonation and Tuning Strategies for
Band Directors
Robin Linaberry
This session gives Band Directors a
refresher about common intonation
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concepts, supported by numerous specific strategies/games/processes to help
students gain independence with their
own controlled tuning. This session will
arm participants with a ‘bag of tricks’ that
can be used immediately.
The Care and Feeding of the
Young Trumpeter
Jack Burt
Dr. Burt will discuss the most common
weaknesses of young trumpeters, and
give tips on how to promote healthy playing from the beginning.

Bill Buzza
Band VP
bandvp@mainemea.org
Blog: buzzamusiced.com
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Covid Spring
It seems like a season has never before captured the
feeling of a nation quite as much as the spring of 2021.
Spring is the season of new beginnings.

W

ith singing allowed inside of our
classrooms and the massive roll
out of Covid-19 vaccines, it seems there
is finally light at the end of a long, dark,
cold tunnel. I am writing this article at
6:30pm. The sun shines brightly and
there is not a cloud in the sky. However,
this is a deception of spring. It is 18 degrees outside. With the wind chill, it feels
like more like four. I cannot help but feel
this is where we are amid the Covid 19
pandemic. We can see the sunshine, but
we cannot yet feel its warmth.
There is no way to tell what next year
will look like. A return to “normal” is
almost completely out of the question.
What will performances look like if they
are deemed safe to resume? How has a
year without singing affected our musicians’ abilities? Will we be able to get our
singers back who did not participate this
year? Will all of our students be back in
the building at once? Is it possible that we
may only see our choirs for one semester
out of the year?
There are so many questions, too little
answers.
Allow me to be the optimist, a role with
which I am comfortable. Imagine for
a moment: a new golden era of music
in our schools. School administrations
around the state recognize the impact
and importance our programs play in the
social and emotional well being of students. Our communities who have been
starved for live entertainment flock to our
performances. Our students who have
taken for granted the joys of music, pour
themselves completely into the process
like never before.
The pandemic may have been the long
winter, but in our music community at
least, it has been a Maine winter. The
kind of winter where neighbors help
neighbors.
Last year I wrote about the support I have
felt from my colleagues. This has been
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the most collaborative year of my entire
career. Together, we have pushed our vehicles out of the snowbank and back onto
the road. There is still a long road ahead
of us, there is no denying that. There is
still raking from last fall to do and we are
constantly bringing mud from our boots
into the house.
But we have arrived, at long last, in
spring. All of this is to say, there is
strength in our communities. There is
hope. And in a way that is not a metaphor: I could not be more excited.
Looking Ahead
I want to keep you all informed of some
of the changes you can anticipate for the
2021-2022 All-State choral auditions. The
first is a change to the website that many
of us have used for years to prep our
students. You may know that our amazing colleague Erin Lowell created the web
page maineallstatechoralauditions.com.
The site housed the choral assessment
learning tracks and sheet music, pronunciation guides, sight reading examples,
and general audition information. From
now on, all the information from that site
will be on mainemmea.org. Our intention
is to have a “one stop shop” for all Maine
Music Educator pertinent information.
Another exciting change will be: brand
new recordings of the All-State choral
assessments. Matthew Curtis and his
company choraltracks.com have been
contracted to create these new tracks.
We are hoping that the new recordings
will enhance the learning and audition
process by emphasizing the phrasing, dynamics, and articulations of each piece.
Finally, it is time to review the audition
process and repertoire for the Maine
All-State choral auditions. One of the
comments I hear most often about the
auditions is that perhaps our friend Phyllis and her delightful lilies have overstayed their welcome. A small committee

is being formed to discuss this and other
potential repertoire changes, and a subsequent questionnaire will be put out to the
membership sometime before the end of
the school year. However, no repertoire
changes are being proposed for next year,
when our rotation will be, “Fire, Fire My
Heart”, and “Per La Gloria”.
MMEA Conference Choral Offerings
I hope you will enjoy this year’s lineup
for the May MMEA Conference. We
have presenters from our great state and
across the country. We have both live and
pre-recorded sessions on a wide range of
topics. From warm-ups to sight reading,
digital tools, and building and maintaining a choral program post pandemic,
there is something here for everyone.
We will be hosting a very special guest
clinician for our conference - composer,
and conductor Z. Randall Stroope! He
will be hosting two live sessions. “Engage, Educate and Empower”, achieving
greater efficiency in a climate of limited
time, more demands and greater expectations, and a reading session of his choral
works. You will not want to miss your
opportunity to hear from and talk with Z.
Randall Stroope!
I think we can all agree that one of the
great joys of the MMEA Conference is
being able to see each other in person.
For me, I look forward to seeing all of
my colleagues just as much as all of the
great presentations. With that being said,
I hope that you will be able to join us for
as many of the live sessions as you can.
Hopefully this will be the last MMEA
Conference that takes place in our living
rooms.
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Ending Off Right:
The 2021 MMEA Conference
Welcome to April!
We are rapidly approaching the end of one of the most unusual
school years in our careers.
at any point. The live sessions will also
be available for viewing for three months
following the conference’s conclusion.
I am excited about the tentative line-up
for string clinics, and hope to give you a
quick preview of what to expect:
I had the opportunity last month to
attend the ASTA National Conference.
This was a virtual conference, attended
over four days from the comfort of my
home office. While there were certainly
elements I missed with the virtual aspect
(being in proximity and able to have live
conversations with string teachers from
all over the country at the top of list),
there were definite advantages, primarily
convenience and cost. No flight required.
No needing to spend (and pay for) four
nights in a Louisville hotel. Best of all, the
sessions were able to viewed for a month
after the end of the conference, allowing
me to go back and “attend” the sessions I
was not able to grab the first time around.
The MMEA Conference will also be
virtual this year. We will miss the chance
to visit in-person with our colleagues
from all over the state. I am also excited,
though, about the chance to attend the
conference at our convenience, from our
own computers, not needing to find a way
to get class coverage in order to spend
a few days in Orono. Unlike previous
years, the conference will be held the
week before the virtual All-State Festival,
will be held in the evenings, and will be
ongoing over six days. These dates are
Monday, May 10-Saturday, May 15. Live
sessions will run from 6-8 pm (9 am-noon
on Saturday), with on-demand pre-recorded sessions available for you to watch
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Making Musical Connections: String
Orchestra for Special Learners
Brian J. Wagner-Yeung
(Astoria, NY)
Tech Tools: Sight Reading & Accurate
Performance Assessment
Jim Frankel
(New York, NY)
Method Book Magic
Sarah Ball
(Gwinnet County, GA)
Music Theory, History, and Creativity
for the Successful String Orchestra
Christopher Selby
(Charleston, SC)

Level Up Your Orchestra: Gamification
in the Orchestra Classroom
Jessica Rose Stephens
(Oklahoma City, OK)

There are also many, many fascinating
sessions being offered under the Band,
Chorus, Jazz, and General Music umbrellas. While this is definitely appealing to
those of us whose job descriptions have
us crossing specialties, many of these will
also present topics of great interest to us
in our role as string teachers.

Understanding and Overcoming
Rhythmic Timing and Feel Issues
Curtis Madigan
(Denver, CO)

I strongly encourage you all to attend the
May conference. Registration is open,
and can be found at https://mainemmea.
org/mmea-conference/.

Demystifying the Sight-Reading
Process
Timothy Kaiser
(Tucson, AZ)

Linda Vaillancourt
MMEA Orchestra VP
orchestravp@mainemea.org

Composition in Ensemble Classrooms:
A Bridge to the National Standards
John Ginocchio
(Marshall, MN)
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PK-5 General Music
Conference Offerings
It’s hard to believe that we’ve surpassed the anniversary of
the pandemic’s touchdown in Maine, and that we’re
planning our second virtual MMEA conference.

It’s hard to believe that we’ve surpassed the
anniversary of the pandemic’s touchdown
in Maine, and that we’re planning our second virtual MMEA conference. We were
not prepared for what we were about to
experience a year ago. While it’s been some
of the most difficult times in our lives, my
colleagues and our students have shown
incredible resilience, patience, and flexibility. Our membership continues to inspire
me to keep pushing forward every day.
In planning for our conference, I wanted to
provide a variety of sessions that touched
upon the many topics and opportunities for growth that were presented to us
this year. Lucky for me, we had a record
number of submissions, from experienced
clinicians and colleagues, to choose from!
You will notice that there are more offerings than ever before. The sessions include
trending topics present in the 2020-2021
school year, including social justice, social
emotional learning, and remote teaching and learning. Some sessions are Pk-5
specific, while others extend to all areas of
music education. We will provide a variety
of live and pre-recorded presentations, all
of which will be accessible for a time after
conference week, for your convenience. I
hope that you will be able to join me for
a truly incredible week of professional
development!

PK-5 Conference Session Preview
Some of the session topics include..
Methodology & Pedagogy
World Music Pedagogy in Elementary School
(Presented by Karen Howard, Author of “First Steps in Global Music”)
Engaging All Learners
Teaching Music on a Cart
Supporting English Language Learners
Cultural Responsiveness
Celebrating the Music and Culture of Your School
Culturally Responsive Music Teaching
Trauma Informed Practices
Trauma-Informed Music Education
Black Lives Matter & Decolonizing the Music Classroom
Minstrelsy, Blackface, and Problematic Origins
Black Lives Matter: Operationalized in the Maine Music Classroom
(Two Parts)
** To see the full list of sessions and their clinicians, please head to mainemea.org and
register for this fabulous conference! **

Best,
Dorie Tripp, NBCT
Pk-5 General Music VP
Maine Music Educators Association

mainemea.org
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2021 MMEA Conference Session Guide
Please join us for this exciting and informative conference
which will include 65+ synchronous and asynchronous offerings applicable to all areas of music education. Both the Zoom
in-person and pre-recorded sessions will be archived and available for online viewing for three months at the conclusion of
the conference.
May 10-15
6-8PM weekdays and 9-noon on Saturday.
NAfME Member - $50
Non-member - $100
Conference Registration & NAfME Membership - $180
Maine NAfME Membership - $135
NAfME Collegiate Member - $0
NAfME Retired Member - $0
For questions regarding registration, please email Jon Simonoff
at conferenceregistrar@mainemea.org.

Click here to Register

Band Sessions
You Want Me To Do WHAT?:
Recasting the Concert Experience
During COVID-19
Jocelyn Armes
Live performances often signal the
conclusion of curricular cycles in music
classrooms. Of the many educational
endeavors COVID-19 drastically impacted
in the last year, live performances have
been amongst the most challenging for
music educators to modify. Some have
found the absence of a performance
calendar freeing, while others have
creatively adapted to the “new normal”.
In this session, we will expand traditional
definitions of culminating performance
experiences (ex., the spring concert)
beyond replication, and consider possible implications for curriculum, student
diversity and representation, and engagement in our programs.

What Do I Do With Those
Drummers?!?
Robin Linaberry
This is a discussion, demonstration and
“giveaway” of specific strategies helping
Band Directors learn to integrate, motivate, organize and educate all Percussionists. This session offers a comprehensive
plan including a step-by-step template
for assigning parts, a method to develop
students’ section responsibilities, a builtin mentoring model, and a self-directed
(personalized) curriculum to help with all
aspects of Percussion education. Especially good for non-percussionist teachers, this session includes techniques for
training behaviors as well as performance
skills.
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Picking up the pieces and moving
forward: Reconstituting your secondary music program after COVID-19

The Care and Feeding of the
Young Trumpeter

Technology Tools to Enhance
Engagement (2 Sessions)

Jack Burt

Katie Lewis & Laura Bell

Philip Edelman

Dr. Burt will discuss the most common
weaknesses of young trumpeters, and
In this session, we will explore the steps
that we can take to process the loss, recov- give tips on how to promote healthy playing from the beginning. In his 30 years
er our students, and grow our programs
after the pandemic has subsided. Edelman of college teaching, Dr. Burt has seen
almost every problem a young trumpeter
will discuss recruitment and retention
can have - some of which he experienced
strategies, the research behind them, and
himself.
practical steps that we can take as music
Regardless of musical ability, there are
educators moving forward. Specific areas
certain physical issues that can prevent a
of inquiry will include: learning loss, recruitment/retention, and practical physical young trumpeter from succeeding. Stopping these problems at the beginning can
and educational steps we should take to
help you grow are strong, health trumpet
recover. We will also explore understandstudio in your school, and give students
ing the path forward from administrative,
who wish to continue in music a much
student, and colleague perspectives. This
greater chance of success in the future.
session will be interactive, with attendees
contributing to the discourse.

Upgrading Your Clarinet Section
Beth Fabrizio
Strengthen your clarinet section using
technique exercises, tone quality , tonguing, reed selection and care, alternate fingerings and a myriad of warmup exercises
for your students.

Teaching Your Parents How to be the
Music Educator at Home
Beth Fabrizio
How parents can support their kiddos
at home and make practice effective and
interesting. Websites/YouTube/ and a sea
of support info.

mainemea.org

After more than a semester of learning to
navigate the world of concurrent, hybrid,
and/or virtual band directing, Lewis and
Bell will share tips and tricks on what
they’ve found that works…..and what
doesn’t! Learn about various technology
applications that you AND your students
will love that keep them engaged no matter what! They will dive into the technology applications that they will continue
using in the future, even after this year.
The clinicians will also share suggestions
on how to utilize your staff most effectively for the benefit of your students, as
well as ideas to promote program growth,
retention, and overall student morale!

Roundtable: Recruiting and
Reimagining Beginning
Band Students

Intonation and Tuning Strategies
for Band Directors

Caitlin Ramsey & Missy Shabo

We all want our groups to be better in
tune, of course; but how do we teach
better tuning? This session gives Band
Directors a refresher about common Intonation concepts, supported by numerous specific strategies/games/processes
to help students gain independence with
their own controlled tuning. This session will arm participants with a ‘bag of
tricks’ that can be used immediately, and
without further training. Let’s go beyond
total reliance on electronic tuners.

In this share session, participants will
discuss successful recruitment strategies
and brainstorm effective approaches for
starting beginners in the fall. This session
is directed at elementary band directors
as well as middle school band directors
who may find themselves teaching older
beginners due to the constraints of the
20-21 school year. Participants will have
the opportunity to collaborate with
colleagues from across the state and will
come away with practical and concrete
solutions to help keep their programs
moving forward.

Robin Linaberry
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Getting to the point. Making your
patterns focused and clear.
Christopher G. White
A hands on session where we will focus
on getting back to basics: making the ictus
with the baton clear and the definition of
our patterns consistent and clear. Participants will need a music stand and a baton
for the live, follow along exercises.

Jazz
Four Letter Word: Adding Jazz to
Your Choral Curriculum
Jack Bertrand
Interested in incorporating vocal jazz in
your classroom but don’t know where
to start? This session will cover “why”,
“what”, and “how” giving you the foundation to teach your students vocal jazz
in your traditional choir classes or start
a vocal jazz ensemble. Participants will
receive digital handouts with resources
for skill-building, repertoire selection,
and more!

No Rules, No Fear Jazz
Tom Kamp
Miles Davis said, “Do not fear mistakes,
there are none.” With that as inspiration,
come learn a positive, proactive and
powerful way to teach jazz improvisation
at any level, with any group, in-person,
hybrid, or remote. Even if you’ve never
tried to improvise, you can and should
learn how to teach it.
Break some rules you’ve been given about
teaching jazz: change what you teach,
change how you teach, change how you
think about improvisation.
Help your students be truly fearless and
creative in band.
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Tips for Planning, Preparing, and
Completing the Virtual Ensemble
Experience
Matthew Buono
In light of recent events, music educators
have had to rethink how their ensembles could perform for audiences with
the cancelation and discouragement
of in-person performances. Because of
this, many quickly tuned into the idea of
Virtual Ensembles. In this session, participants will be provided tips, tricks, tools,
and resources necessary for the easy creation and planning of virtual ensembles.
A brief understanding of notation, audio
editing, and video editing software is
helpful, but not required. Time will also
be allotted for participants to share their
own experiences with creating virtual
ensembles.

A Music Composition Project for
Your Middle Schoolers - and You
Steve Damon
We will communicate with a famous
jazz composer (Ellen Rowe); listen to her
music, while learning the piece’s back
story; compose in the piece’s style; and
perform our newly-created compositions.
Yes, we will compose our own pieces in
the style of her “…And Miles to Go.” Oh
ya, we’ll write haiku too. This unit will
be loved by your middle school students
- and you.

Choral
You won’t want to miss these two
sessions with our big name clinician,
Z. Randall Stroope, a pre-eminent
American composer and conductor.

“Engage, Educate and Empower”
Achieving greater efficiency in a
climate of limited time,
more demands and
greater expectations
Z. Randall Stroope
Rehearsal challenges in time and demands affords an opportunity for a fresh
look at our priorities as we teach. These
“threads” of learning will be woven into
the fabric of this session - “Combined
the innate with the informed,” the “direct
correlation between the first rehearsal
and the performance,” “choral architecture and prioritizing concepts for greatest
efficiency.” Pdfs with information and
music will be sent to participants.

Choral Reading Session: Collaborative Creativity with the Music of
Z. Randall Stroope
Z. Randall Stroope
Composer, Z. Randall Stroope, will share
several of his compositions in all voicings,
and highlight a few interesting ideas
about each in a fast-paced approach.
Participants will receive pdfs of music
and recordings will be played for portions
of each work.
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Intentional Choral Warm-Ups: Skill
Building & Accountability
Eric Posada
A rehearsal typically begins with a
warm-up that ranges from breathing and
vocalizing to stretching and movement.
We must ask ourselves: Have our warmups grown stale? Can these skills transfer
to our choral repertoire? Am I consistently
assessing and giving feedback? Through
various warm-up exercises, Dr. Posada will
identify each targeted skill while diagnosing issues and proposing solutions.
This topic is crucial to the development of
singers, choirs, and directors. Ironically, it
is also a subject that remains a collective
mystery. My primary objective is for middle school and high school choral directors to return to their home schools and
reinvent their current warm-up routine.
Warm-up exercises should be treated akin
to repertoire rehearsals via constant assessment, immediate feedback, and effective solutions. Consequently, these exercises will build vocal technique, aural skills,
musicianship, and awareness in singers
that will transfer to the choral repertoire
and rehearsal. To achieve my goal, I will
use the convention audience to provide
tangible examples of my methodology. I
shall use a varied collection of warm-ups
from familiar exercises to specific drills
that encourage voice building skills, chord
tuning, vowel unification, open/closed
vowels, dynamic contrast, consonants and
enunciation, simple and advanced kinesthetic movements, and stretching.
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If You Build It, They Will Stay
Saleel Menon
The future of a choral program can be
measured by the recruitment and retention efforts of the community. Menon has
put together a playbook of some of the
most successful techniques and considerations for boosting the profile of choral
programs and building singing communities from feedback across an entire
district. Facilitating the High School
choral programs in one of the biggest
districts in the state of Texas, Menon will
address some tried and true ideas for
retention from K-12 in a variety of school
populations.

Disrupting the stand and sing: Interdisciplinary community-building
concerts
Rebecca DeWan
The longer I taught, the more I valued
creating community rather over having
a “perfect” performance. In this session,
I explore two concert presentations that
were designed explicitly to promote
community among students both in performance and in the rehearsal process.
First, an interdisciplinary evening of art,
drama, and song centered on the theme
of “Hope Through Adversity” presented
in a black-box theater. Second, a 20-minute soundscape that wove multiple
songs and separate choirs together with
student-captured sounds. Participants
will learn about the two concerts from
the conceptual, curricular, and logistical
standpoints.

Stay Gold: Five Core Tenets for
Building a Choral Program
Eric Posada
Inheriting a choral program is challenging. Success can be defined as creating a
culture that fits one’s vision, core values,
style, and students. No matter the level,
it is important to stay true to one’s self
while building a program. To achieve this,
identify values that will permeate one’s
program. Dr. Posada will focus on five
core tenets that will build, motivate, and
innovate your program.
Leading a choral program is much more
than pitches, rhythms, and sweepstakes
trophies. Just as important is human
interaction, motivation, and innovation.
Choral educators must find ways to motivate their students daily, monthly, and annually while staying true to themselves.
The task is not to force or coerce performance but to create an environment in
which musicians feel loved, appreciated,
and safe allowing their potential to be
maximized. This, however, is impossible
to achieve without a tangible, unwavering philosophy. Dr. Posada has led
choirs at the elementary, middle school,
high school, two-year college, university,
community, church, and professional
levels. He will address topics that include
articulating a clear philosophy, building
a program centered around core values,
creating innovative themed rehearsals,
participating in meaningful bonding
activities, learning each learner, selecting
engaging and meaningful repertoire, and
maximizing potential via positivity and
love.
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Student Engagement using Digital
Tools

Making the Human Connection with
Challenging Students

Karla McClain

Coty Raven Morris

It can be challenging to engage middle
schoolers when working on music skills,
especially in hybrid or virtual formats.
Digital tools including Blooket, Mentimeter, and Google Jamboard will help all
students engage in learning and practice their musical skills. Specifically, we
will be focusing on music literacy and
responding/connecting in this session.
Participants will be able to try out these
tools in this hands-on session.

Why would they listen in April when we
didn’t connect with them in September?
Building community and character with
this generation of students can be difficult. Healthy classroom environments
create the perfect setting for the daily
“Sweepstakes experiences”. Morris will
provide practical and simple motivation
activities that can immediately be used in
the classroom.

Sight-Reading 101: Teaching Your
Singers to Read!
Jack Bertrand
Feeling caught in a never-ending cycle
of concert preparation? Are you ready to
shake things up and teach your singers
valuable reading skills? This session will
give you the tools to teach music literacy
fundamentals for any age group. Participants will receive a digital handout with
several rhythm and pitch reading systems
and suggestions on how to build it into
your rehearsal plan.

Choir Teacher as Vocal Pedagogue

Digital Badging for Music Reading
Skills in Chorus
Tracy Williamson

Orchestra
Level Up Your Orchestra: Gamification in the Orchestra Classroom
Jessica Rose Stephens
Using the innovative approach called
gamification this session will walk participants through the step by step process to
set out a pedagogical path, a sequence of
assignments, assessments and instruction
through which students could move at
their own pace regardless of their technical ability, learning style, or location.
Gamification is the infusion of elements
from computer and video games into
the classroom in order to empower and
engage 21st century learners.

Having trouble finding time to teach everything you need to teach in your limited
Understanding and Overcoming
Chorus schedule? I created an engaging
Rhythmic Timing and Feel Issues
incentive program for my middle school
students to encourage them to work on
Curtis Madigan
their music reading skills outside of our
Curtis Madigan will break down some
scheduled time together. Learn how it
works and how to create and award digital of the most pertinent aspects of understanding feel and groove in this clinic.
badges in your classes.
This intensive will focus on addressing
why certain rhythms cause trouble and
how to solve rhythmic feel issues at their
core. The math and mechanics of rhythm
will be elucidated as they are essential to
grasping musical timing.

Jessica McKiernan
For many of our singers, we are the only
voice teachers they will ever have, and
they will continue to sing well beyond
their time in our choirs. As such, this
session seeks to provide education on
things such as the vocal mechanism, vocal health, breath, relieving tension, and
beyond. We will explore how to empower
students to not only know more about
their voice, but also to continue to grow
as singers and musicians beyond our
classroom.
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Composition in Ensemble Classrooms: A Bridge to the National
Standards
John Ginocchio
Composition is regarded by many as the
most difficult standard to incorporate into
the rehearsal classroom. This session
presents some techniques that may be
used to help students experience composition in an instrumental ensemble setting.
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Making Musical Connections: String
Orchestra for Special Learners

Demystifying the Sight-Reading
Process

Brian J. Wagner-Yeung

Timothy Kaiser

String orchestra is a vital part of a solid
music education experience. All students,
including students with special needs,
should have the opportunity to participate
in a string orchestra. Nevertheless, special
adaptations and modifications are needed
to provide a structured and meaningful
experience for students with special
needs. In this session, you will see basic
accommodations for students and instruments, adaptations to literacy using color-coding and visual manipulations, and
how language development/social skills
can be enhanced through music-making.

Although mastery of sight-reading skills is
an essential component of musicianship,
our band, orchestra, and choir students
are often intimidated by the prospect
of sight-reading. This presentation will
outline a year-long approach to teaching
sight-reading fundamentals, including
strategies for incorporating sight-reading
practice into the daily rehearsal plan.
Whether you are preparing for an adjudicated contest or simply looking to build a
basic skill set, a focus on sight-reading will
yield accomplished, independent musicians capable of performing a wide variety
of repertoire.

Music Theory, History and Creativity
Lessons for the Successful String Orchestra--The Hard to Reach Standards
(and Sub Plans) Just Got A Lot Easier

Tech Tools: Sight Reading & Accurate Performance Assessment

Christopher Selby

Jim Frankel

We know our string students could use
more instruction with music literacy,
music theory, history and creativity. The
challenge is figuring out how to incorporate these important lessons into our
rehearsals without sacrificing student
performance or overwhelming the already
busy orchestra director. In this session,
attendees will learn 1. Fingerboard mapping strategies for teaching students how
all of the notes are organized on their
fingerboard; 2. Music writing activities
that teach kids how the notes on the staff
connect to the fingerboard; 3. Rhythmic
literacy lessons that teach students how to
mark their orchestra music to help them
decipher difficult rhythms; 4. Music history lessons that help students learn where
string instruments come from and finally:
5. Attendees will learn a few easy and fun
ways to bring more creativity, composition and improvisation into the orchestra
classroom.
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Accuracy is essential for your students’
success. You want to help them improve
their sight reading accuracy, and you also
need to be able to reliably and accurate
assess their performance proficiency.
Discover software tools that will build
these skills through aural training and
increasingly rigorous exercises, as well as
automated assessment to help you target
problem areas and increase your ensemble’s confidence with new repertoire.

Method Book Magic
Sarah Ball
We all know we need to build technique
through work in our method books, but
sometimes we dread the monotony and
drill. Come to this session to learn how
to take the mundane to magical through
games, competitions, and disguised repetition.
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General Music Pk-5

Black Lives Matter: Operationalized
in the Maine Music Classroom (Pt1)

Nate Menifield & Rebecca DeWan
“Black Lives Matter!” Last summer - as
this refrain echoed in streets across the
country - MMEA called on its members to
support and amplify the voices of Black,
Christa Jones
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC).
How can music teachers create a more
Part one of this two-part session will exculturally responsive climate in diverse
plore why this work is necessary, and what
classrooms? Consider a modern-day folk actionable steps Maine’s music educators
song collection, in collaboration with your can take. We will examine MMEA’s statestudents and their families! Christa Jones ment of support to 1) define frequently
collaborated with parents and students
used terminology; 2) establish a common
to compile a songbook that celebrates the understanding of racism; and 3) consider
many different cultures and backgrounds Maine’s unique needs as we continue this
at their school. Benefits of this project
collective effort.
included music-making and dialogue between parents and students, an increased
sense of community and self-pride within
the school, and a wealth of children’s
songs from around the world, ready for
the music classroom. Ms. Jones is excited
to share her process with fellow music
teachers!
Student Voices: Celebrating the
Music and Culture of Your School’s
Families

Culturally Responsive Music Teaching: Examining Music Curricular
Content, Resources, and Methodology through the Culturally Responsive
Lens
Macy Bell
All teaching is culturally responsive.
The question is, to which culture are we
responding? With intentional planning,
the music classroom can be a space in
which all students are represented in the
curriculum. Culturally Responsive Music
Teaching does not require us to be experts
in every world culture. However, it does
require vulnerability and a willingness to
reflect on our own implicit bias. With accurate information, we can work diligently toward creating classroom spaces that
are safe for culturally, linguistically, and
academically diverse learners.
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Black Lives Matter: Operationalized
in the Maine Music Classroom (Pt2)
Nate Menifield & Rebecca DeWan
How to initiate meaningful and lasting
change within our instructional practices
and classroom cultures can often feel like
a daunting and uncertain task. Part two of
this two-part session will aim to empower
music educators by equipping them with
tangible, practical tools to create more equitable learning spaces. In an interactive
format, participants will explore strategies
for facilitating difficult conversations, as
well as consider specific steps to begin the
process of evaluating existing teaching
practices and music curricula.

It’s All About the CRIMP.
Culturally Responsive Instructional
Music Practices
Anne Smith
This session is designed to provide information and instruction on implementing
Culturally Responsive Instructional Practices in the general music or choral classroom. Authentic standards-based, music
lessons and activities will be presented
through hands-on, learner-centered
experiences, that will engage students of
varying abilities and backgrounds. Resources and suggestions will be provided
for engaging students in synchronous and
asynchronous learning.

Recorder Karate: Gone Virtual
Caitlin Geishaker
Very similar to sessions Mrs. Geishaker
has presented in previous years, with her
colleague, Justin Walton. This year, we
explore the different avenues to teaching,
assessing and playing recorders when in
person playing was not allowed/limited. Caitlin will share her virtual twist to
teaching recorder and the tools she used
through GoogleSuite to make it possible.

World Music Pedagogy in
Elementary School Next?
Karen Howard
Participants will explore the foundations
of World Music Pedagogy as can be applied in the elementary music classroom.
Diverse teaching strategies for researching
appropriate repertoire, navigating multiple languages, and considerations of
authenticity in performance practice will
be discussed. Several examples of vetted
and global repertoire will be performed.
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Trauma-Informed Music Education
Rebecca DeWan & Tammy Carusone
The impact of trauma is a silent force felt
in every community and every school
district. This session provides real-world
classroom strategies to make your classroom more trauma-informed. Exposure to
trauma–such as violence, racism, or a pandemic–can impact students’ readiness to
learn. Music provides a unique opportunity for trauma-informed practices. This
session will examine 1) the brain science
of trauma exposure, 2) school policies
and practices through a trauma-informed
lens, and 3) the importance of self-care for
teachers.

Transitions: Where the
Magic Happens
Katie Schisler

When crafting a lesson for the music
classroom we are excited about songs,
games, and activities we will share with
our students, but are often stumped at
“¡Bienvenidos a Todos!” - Supporthow to transition between them. This
ing English Language Learners in
session will show ways to create seamless
the General Music Classroom
transitions with tried and true methods
Christa Jones
that are meaningful for the students and
teacher. Strong transitions can be helpful
What strategies are general music teachers
in classroom management, practicing
using to best meet the needs of our diverse
taught skills, and giving students “a-ha”
student populations, including those who
moments that make music feel ownership
are learning the English language? In this
of their learning.
session, we will explore instructional strategies for English Language Learners and
apply these strategies in a practical way
Music On a Cart: Teaching Music
for use in the general music classroom.
Everywhere!
This session will include active discussion
as well as hands-on application through
Stephanie Taylor
songs and games. Let’s create a music class
environment where we welcome, engage,
With today’s growing student populaand affirm all of our unique students!
tion and changing situations due to the
COVID pandemic, it is not unusual for
any music teacher to lose their classroom
Sound System Basics for the Music
and be put on a cart or in some other
Educator!
less-than-functional space.
Jody Underwood
This session will equip you with what you
need to get started on a cart, how to naviYou eagerly walked into school, ready to
gate difficult relationships with colleagues
dispense all of your musical knowledge
whom you may be inconveniencing, and
to the students, as the principal hands
how to advocate with your administration
you the keys to the “audio system”-your
for the best situation and budget for your
responsibility now! Eeeek! Fear not: From
students. You will also walk away with a
microphones to speakers, mixers to amfew, easy to replicate music lessons that
plifiers - this session will get you prepared
will work in any imperfect space.
and confident!
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Active Music Making in the Upper
Elementary and Middle School General Music Classroom: Body Percussion, Drumming and Orff Ensembles
Laura Artesani
This session will feature a demonstration
video with examples of body percussion, drumming and selections for Orff
ensembles, played by Music Education
majors currently enrolled in the Secondary General Music Methods course at the
University of Maine. Effective resources
for facilitating active music making at the
upper elementary/middle school levels
will be highlighted. After the prerecorded
video, there will be an opportunity for a
live conversation via zoom.
Minstrelsy, Blackface, and Problematic Origins: How Racism Pervades
the American Canon
Jessica McKiernan
For some, the traditions of minstrelsy and
blackface in the United States may seem
like a thing of the past, but music with
racist roots continues to permeate the canon. This session will address the history
of minstrelsy and blackface in the United
States and songs from those traditions
that are still performed to this day. Session
attendees will walk away with guidelines
for determining if a piece’s origins are
problematic, tools for working through
internal struggles with these issues, and
how to talk with musicians about some of
the darker chapters of the United State’s
musical history.
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Engaging All Learners: Tools & Techniques to Reach Different Types of
Learners in the Music Classroom

General Music 6–12

Brian J. Wagner-Yeung

Adaptive Guitar & Uke Learning Tool
Gives Teachers Superpowers

Come see how activities and skills in the
elementary and secondary general music
classroom can easily be adapted and
differentiated to reach a wide range of
learners, specifically focusing on students
with disabilities. You will see how: music
literacy, active listening, and composition
can be adapted. Such techniques include
adaptive music literacy, color coding,
incorporating multimodal teaching, and
using manipulatives. You will leave with a
variety of resources/activities that can be
incorporated into your own classroom.

I Just Learned a Folk Song! What
Next?

Dan Mascola
By centralizing thousands resources,
capturing student assessment through
built-in videos, and giving students choice
through modern songs, adaptive learning
platform Moosiko helps guitar/ukulele teachers focus more of their time on
high-value instruction and less on tedious,
boring tasks. This session dives into
classroom examples from teachers using
adaptive learning tools and techniques
to highlight the benefits for teachers,
students, and districts. Those that are
seasoned guitar teachers, just inherited a
guitar class, or teach uke in a general music class will benefit from this session.

Christa Jones
Adding new music to your toolbox can be
exciting and challenging--whether you’ve
found a tune while thumbing through a
songbook, conducted a song collection, or
just remembered a catchy nursery rhyme
from your childhood. After conducting a
school-wide song collection, Christa Jones
devoted herself to finding fun, creative,
and thoughtful ways to incorporate the
music of her students’ home cultures into
the music curriculum to provide a more
culturally responsive classroom experience for her students. In this session,
participants will explore lesson and song
development through the Orff Schulwerk
approach and learn songs and games from
around the world!
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Making More Music by Managing
Administrative Mayhem
Wendy Bauer Reeves
Administrative Mayhem can steal the joy
from teaching and derail your program.
Directors must bring the administrative
concerns of the job under control so that
making music is the focus at work, and
enjoying one’s life is the focus at home –
finding balance and harmony for mental
health at both school and home. In this
session, participants will use the link or
QR code to download digital worksheets
so that we can work together to set up
administrative templates that can be used
immediately.

Hip-Hop on the Fly:
Get your Classical Wings
Courtney Powers
Hip-Hop is one of the most listened to
gene of music in American but it is not
represented fully in state competitions
and music education college prep courses.
Hip-Hop- how to listen and arrange it is a
clear 20/20 vision for the future of Music
Education.
Participants will learn how to find samples
that have classical music in them, then
take that, find a flow and start to rhyme.
Each group will have a song with a classical sample, look at ‘flow styles’ then the
creation begins. In their group participants will write a rap using the knowledge
that they can obtain about said composer
then participants will showcase their
talents to the room.
This future of education is in our students.
Using a genre of music that students
are more attracted to (not just hip hop,
depending on where you live and what
your students are listening too) students
are more engaged and more willing to
listen to new ideas. These tools from this
presentation can be used in any gene.
Participants will learn 2 visual techniques
for students to learn the chord progressions fast, pick out melody lines and add
in rhythms. Play through 3 songs as a
group and 10min mini breakout: participants will use the techniques just learnedarrange a chorus of 4 preselected songs
then perform it. Participants will be able
to take these techniques and arrange in
modern band, traditional band/orchestra
or chorus to arrange on the fly.
Participants will be actively engaged
though-out the session with activities,
hand-outs, whole group and small group
work. Participants will get to chat and
work with other educators as the active
presentation is going on.
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Teaching Students with Differences
Alice Hammel
Teaching students who learn differently,
have disabilities, and who need more from
us requires some additional planning and
adaptations to our materials and methods.
It is entirely worth the effort as we can see
in the responses of our students. This session has a focus on adapting music lessons
and rehearsals to accommodate students
through the use of size, color, pacing, and
modality. We will also explore ways to
track progress through time and how to
overcome our own philosophical conflicts.

More Technology Tips for the
Ensemble Teachers – Using Technology to Teach Ensemble Skills in
Virtual and Hybrid Environments and
Beyond!

Facilitating Difficult Conversations in
Music Classrooms
Jessica McKiernan

How do we talk with each other about
difficult topics that we encounter in
music - death, depression, racism, sexism,
The pandemic has forced teachers to
class inequities, and beyond? How do we
re-imagine how they teach their ensemchallenge ourselves and our students to
bles. A whole new technological approach
consider the lens through which others
to ensemble teaching and learning has
see the world? In this session, we will
emerged. This session will cover specific
discuss the value of having these conversastrategies that have proven to be suctions in our classrooms. This session will
cessful. Additionally, it will cover how to
focus on creating ground rules and discusintegrate them into instruction once we
sion guidelines to open up conversations,
return to normal. The following topics
developing an environment focused on
will be discussed:
respect and understanding, and encourag• Useful music apps for Online/Hybrid
Incorporating the Guitar into Your
ing us all to explore new views.
Ensemble Teaching
School Music Program
• Hardware to use
Thomas Amoriello Jr.
• Creating an engaging and effective “VirDocumenting Student Growth
tual” Classroom
This workshop is geared towards the
Online
•
Performance
Assessments
music education major or active educator
•
Computer
Assisted
Instruction
(CAI)
–
interested in additng the guitar into their
Jim Frankel
e.g. Smart Music, Practice First
lesson plans. Topics covered includeWith state and national standards focuschoosing the right instruments, basic tech- • Virtual Performances
ing on assessment, as well as parents and
•
Incorporating
Notation
and
Music
nique, modifications for special needs,
administrators asking for quantifiable reProduction
survey of method books and much more.
sults for online learning, music educators
• Getting Past the Pandemic
need efficient and effective methods of
evaluating students. Discover digital tools
Soundtrap with Middle School
for formative and summative assessments,
General Music
Redefining Musical Intuitiveness in a both for subject-matter knowledge and
Covid Classroom: Exploring
performance proficiency, and learn how
Resources, Modalities, and
these insights can inform instruction.
Sarah Cousins
Technology in Teaching
This session will share projects based
around using the program Soundtrap.
Raul G. Barcenes
Soundtrap is a digital audio work station
This session is for all secondary music
(DAW) that you can purchase “seats” for
disciplines and will show how educators
your students to use in various ways that
can redefine musical intuitiveness in the
will support your curriculum, especially
online classroom. Dr. Barcenes has expeif you are teaching person, virtually or
both depending on your needs from your rience in teaching music from elementary
through college in Title 1 schools in urban
school district. Soundtrap is also a cresettings and in affluent areas. This session
ative vehicle for students to show understanding, express themselves and work on will help us to navigate the new online
teaching world and explore resources,
digital composition. In this session, you
modalities and technologies designed
will review project ideas that have been
used in the classroom. A basic review of to create successful experiences for both
the Soundtrap edu program will be shared educators and students.
for those who are not familiar with the
program.
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Peter J. Perry
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All Areas

Behavior Management; A Content
Analysis of Articles from MEJ

Using EdPuzzle for Asynchronous
Music Learning

Dr. Christian Giddings

Tracy Williamson

We all know behavior management in a
music classroom is unique. This session
investigates articles related to classroom
management to determine common strategies used among music educators. A total
of 30 articles from MEJ relating to classroom management are listed, explored,
and twelve strategies were found in common among all the articles. I will share
with you both the list of twelve strategies
as well as provide a detailed bibliography
of the 30 articles. We will then engage in a
discussion about classroom management
in the music classroom and how best to
apply these strategies in our teaching.

Take your videos to the next level by
making them interactive with EdPuzzle!
EdPuzzle is a great way to engage students
and check for learning when they are
working independently in the classroom
or remotely at home. Learn how you
can use this great tool in your Music and
Ensemble Classes.

2021 MMEA Session Highlights

Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser will be offering a Suprise Session during
this year’s MMEA Conference!

Keith Hodgson, Eastern Division President of NAfME will be
presenting this years Keynote Address
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Mask It
Well Fitting Face Masks
and Instrument Bell Covers

Fresh
Maine
Air

SAFE

MAINE
SAFE

MUSIC
Keep clean

Three Air Change Rates
per Hour
and HEPA Filters

Space
6 to 9 feet between performers

Wash your hands
Clear condensation safely
Store instruments appropriately

Take a
Break
30 Minutes of
Performance time

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT MAINEMEA.ORG
Infographic by Vicky Cherry, MMEA Adovcacy Chair
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VC2020
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2021 MMEA Conference Presenters
Thomas Amoriello Jr. is the Immediate Past Chair of the NAfME Council for Guitar Education and
is also the former Chairperson for the New Jersey Music Education Association. Tom has taught guitar
classes for the Flemington Raritan School District in Flemington, New Jersey, since 2005 and also
teaches at Hunterdon Academy of the Arts. He has earned a Master of Music Degree in Classical Guitar
Performance from Shenandoah Conservatory and a Bachelor of Arts in Music from Rowan University.
He is the author of the children’s picture books A Journey to Guitarland with Maestro Armadillo and
Ukulele Sam Strums in the Sand. He recently has made two heavy metal LP and EP recordings with a
stellar roster of musicians including former members of Black Sabbath, Whitesnake, Megadeth, Ozzy
Osbourne, Yngwie J. Malmsteen’s Rising Force, and Dio that were released on H42 Records in Germany and Sliptrick Records in
Latvia. He is also a music journalist for Boston Rock Radio and contributes to Jazz Guitar Today. Visit thomasamoriello.com for
more information.
Jocelyn Armes is Lecturer of Music Education in the School of Music, where she instructs courses
in music education, research, and evaluation. Additionally, Dr. Armes supervises preservice music
teachers in fieldwork experiences. Prior to joining the faculty at USM, she studied music education at
the University of Colorado Boulder with James Austin and Margaret Berg. Dr. Armes briefly served as a
part-time instructor for music education courses at the University of Colorado, and supervised dozens
of preservice music teachers and student teachers in their fieldwork placements. During her masters,
Dr. Armes studied saxophone under Steven Mauk at Ithaca College; she continues to arrange and
perform regularly. Prior to her work in higher education, Dr. Armes taught a wide variety of instrumental, vocal, and general music courses for grades 4-12 in Maryland, New York, and Colorado public schools. As a saxophonist, Dr.
Armes has performed with her quartet, The Last Sax 4tet, since 2017. Additionally, she has performed with a number of community
instrumental and vocal groups, and as a soloist; recent collaborations include performances with the Boulder-based Resonance
Chorus and guest artists Holly Near and Dorothy Walters. Currently, Dr. Armes serves as editorial assistant for the Journal of Music
Teacher Education, and on the advisory committee for Music Educators Journal. She has published in MEJ, and presented papers
at conferences throughout the United States and abroad.
Dr. Laura Artesani is the chair of the Division of Music and interim chair of the Division of Theatre/
Dance in the School of Performing Arts at the University of Maine. In addition to her administrative duties, she teaches Elementary and Secondary General Music Methods courses and is the piano accompanist for the University Singers, as well as for faculty and student recitals. She has completed Levels I-III
of Orff Schulwerk Teacher Training, and has been the recipient of a research grant from the American
Orff Schulwerk Association. Articles written or co-authored by Dr. Artesani have been published in
General Music Today, the Orff Echo, and the Journal of Music Teacher Education.
Dr. Raul G. Barcenes currently serves as Assistant Professor of Music and band director at Alfred
University. Prior to this appointment, he taught music at Orr Middle School in Las Vegas, NV. Previous
appointments include positions at Nevada State College, Coastal Carolina University, Elon University
and in the schools of California and Texas.
He holds degrees in wind band conducting, administration and leadership, instructional technology,
music education, and Sustainable Business. His wide background in education and experiences has allowed him to approach issues with a broad spectrum of knowledge and helps him connect with a wide
variety of students.
Sarah Ball has been teaching orchestra for twenty four years in Gwinnett County, Georgia. She currently teaches at North Gwinnett Middle where there are over 400 students enrolled in orchestra. She is
active as a presenter, clinician, conductor, and adjudicator. Mrs. Ball was selected as the NGMS Teacher
of the Year in 2012 and went on to be chosen as the Gwinnett County Public Schools Teacher of the Year
that same year. She lives in Brookhaven, Georgia with her husband, Jerrod, and their cat, Isaac.
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Laura Bell is in her twentieth year in teaching and her fourth year as the Director of Bands at Stafford
Middle School in Frisco ISD. Bands under her direction have consistently received first division ratings
at UIL Concert & Sight-Reading Contests and local festivals, as well earning several Best in Class distinctions. She was named Reynolds Middle School Teacher of the Year in 2011.
Mrs. Bell is a graduate of the University of North Texas percussion department. She is in high demand
as a clinician in the DFW metroplex, a published author, and has presented at numerous education
conferences. Mrs. Bell is currently serving as the Region 24 Middle School Band Division Co-Chair. Her
professional affiliations include the TMEA, the TMAA, TBA, and Phi Beta Mu, an honorary International Bandmasters’ Fraternity.
Macy Bell is a Ph.D. student at Auburn University with a research focus in culturally responsive music
teaching and implicit bias. Mrs. Bell teaches K-5 general music at a Title I school in Lexington, KY and
leads the children’s music program at St. Luke United Methodist Church. She is passionate about teaching music through a trauma-informed lens and utilizing diverse repertoire to empower marginalized
students.

Jack Bertrand is a candidate for the Master of Music in Choral Conducting at Michigan State University and earned a Bachelor of Music in Instrumental Music Education from Western Michigan University. Mr. Bertrand previously taught at middle and high schools in Michigan and California including
choir, band, general music, and theatre. He is a passionate advocate for the inclusion of music literacy
and popular musics in choral curricula. Mr. Bertrand holds membership in the National Association
for Music Education, the American Choral Directors Association, the Jazz Education Network, Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, and Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band Fraternity.
Matthew Buono is currently the Music Specialist and Chorus Director for Spaulding Memorial
School in the North Middlesex Regional School District. Previously, Mr. Buono taught in the Douglas
Public Schools. He received a Bachelor of Music degree from the University of Massachusetts Amherst
and is currently pursuing a Master of Music Education degree from Gordon College. Mr. Buono holds
active memberships and serves on various committees and boards with the National Association for
Music Education (NAfME), the American Choral Directors Association (ACDA), the Feierabend Association for Music Education (FAME), and the National Educators Association (NEA) along with their state
and local affiliations.
Jack Burt has been the
Professor of Trumpet at the
University of Maine since
2004. Member of the European Brass Ensemble. Creator
of 100’s of performance and
pedagogical YouTube trumpet videos.

Steve Damon teaches PreK-6 instrumental, general, and vocal music in Guilford,
VT. Along with presenting music clinics at
MENC’s Eastern Division Conferences in
Pittsburgh and Hartford, 15 (or so) different
state MEA conferences, and two provincial
MEA conferences, his music education
writings have been published throughout the
USA and Canada, along with Australia and
New Zealand.
He last presented for MaineMEA in 2009.

Tammy Carusone has been the choral director and classroom music teacher at Biddeford Middle
School for the past thirteen years. She has a Master’s Degree in Educational Leadership from USM.
Currently she is on the “Trauma Team” at Biddeford Middle School and has participated in many training sessions around trauma informed instruction. She has led professional development in the area of
trauma for her school and piloted many trauma informed strategies in her own classroom.
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Sarah Cousins received her bachelors of Music Education from the University of Maine in 2003. She
has taught K-8 music in Glenburn since 2003. She teaches general music K-8, Beginner Band, 6-8 Band,
6-8 Chorus and uses the Little Kids Rock curriculum with her Modern Band. Sarah is currently the
District V Secretary. She received the Golden Apple award from her school district in the Fall of 2020.
Sarah has also been a past Teacher Leader with MALI. Sarah and her husband Bob reside in Brewer
with their two children Virginia and Patrick and their dog Phoenix.
Rebecca DeWan is a Ph.D. student in music education at Michigan State University. Previously, she
taught music in Maine for thirteen years. At conferences across the country, she has presented on topics
such as trauma and identity development, transgender singers in the choral classroom, and contemporary a cappella. She is committed to building community through music.

Philip Edelman is an assistant professor of music education and ensemble director at the University
of Maine School of Performing arts, where he has served as a researcher, educator, and conductor since
the fall of 2016. Prior to his current position, he was a director of instrumental music in the Goddard,
Kansas school district, teaching in all areas of the instrumental music program (orchestra, wind ensembles, jazz ensembles, marching band, and chamber music). Edelman’s research areas include lifelong
music learning, undergraduate music educator preparation, conductor decision-making, student
recruitment and retention, and the music student-teaching experience.
Beth A. Fabrizio holds a Bachelor of Music from the Eastman School of Music in Clarinet Performance and a Masters of Music in Conducting, Education and Performance from Ithaca College. She
has studied conducting with Rodney Winther and Dr. Donald Hunsberger and Clarinet with Michael
Webster, Richard Waller, Stanley Hasty, William Osseck, Carmine Campione and performed in masterclasses with Richard Stoltzman.
Ms. Fabrizio maintains a private clarinet studio with numerous students pursuing careers in music
education, therapy, recording, and performance. She herself performed as the principal clarinetist and
personnel manager with The Greater Rochester Music Educators Wind Ensemble, and former Eb clarinet with The Perinton Concert Band. Beth is a freelance performer and is an active artist/ clinician for The D’adarrio Corporation.
Ms. Fabrizio has conducted various honor bands and given master classes and clinics across the United States, Europe and Japan.
She has taught marching bands and drum and bugle corps for over thirty years. Ms. Fabrizio has been the brass caption head with
The Carolina Crown Drum and Bugle Corps, brass coordinator with The Pride of Soka from Tokyo, Japan, brass staff with Boston
Crusaders, The Glassmen and Spirit of Atlanta. Beth adjudicates for DCI, WGI and numerous other state associations.
Dr. Jim Frankel is the Head of Digital Education for Wise Music and Director of MusicFirst. Jim is a
widely published author in various state, national and international journals of music education. He
is the author of The Teachers Guide to Music, Media & Copyright Law, co-author of YouTube in Music
Education, contributor for Critical Issues in Music Education and co-author of Making Music with GarageBand & Mixcraft. Jim is a highly sought-after clinician and keynote speaker in the music education
community. He is on the Board of Directors for TI:ME and is the past president of ATMI.

Caitlin Geishaker teaches K-5 general music in MSAD #11. She has been with the district for 11 years
and loves that she gets teach in the district she grew up in. You may have attended some of her previous
sessions focused on Recorder Karate in years past and this year she is back with a virtual twist! Caitlin is
a 2004 graduate of UMaine and currently lives in Augusta.
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Dr. Christian Giddings is a conductor, composer/arranger, and music educator from Unity, Maine. He
holds a B.M. and M.M. in music education from the University of Maine and a D.M.A. choral conducting
from the University of Arizona. Additionally, he is a Co-founder of Choir Unlimited - a choral music publisher specializing in publishing digital copies of choral music. Currently, Christian is the music director
of the CODA Chorus and music teacher at Deering High School in Portland, Maine.

John Ginocchio is Director of Bands and Professor of Music at Southwest Minnesota State University where he directs all the bands and teaches conducting, theory, and instrumental music education
courses. Dr. Ginocchio holds Doctor of Arts and Master of Music degrees from Ball State University and
a Bachelor of Music Education degree from Indiana University. He is active in arts and arts education
efforts in the region working regularly with school music educators and community artists alike. He
coordinates the Guest Artist Series for the band program at SMSU, bringing professional musicians to
the region for clinics and concerts. He also organizes and works as a clinician with the Minnesota Area
Conducting Workshop, a three-day workshop offered free of charge to all music educators in the state
and surrounding region.
Dr. Alice M. Hammel, a diverse and widely known music educator, currently teaches for James Madison and Virginia Commonwealth Universities. In addition, she has a large flute studio and is the music
intervention specialist for ASSET (Autism Support, Education, and Training). Dr. Hammel spends her
summers teaching musicianship and pedagogy to graduate students and K-12 music educators at several
universities.
In addition to teaching at the university level, she has many years of experience teaching general, instrumental and choral music in K-12 classrooms. Dr. Hammel continues to regularly teach students
who are at-risk and in need, and is often asked to guest teach at universities in the US. She is in great
demand as a keynote speaker, researcher and clinician in the field of music education, and has published widely in music, special,
and general education journals. Two co-authored text and online resources, Teaching Music to Students with Special Needs: A
Label-free Approach, and Teaching Music to Students with Autism, are available through Oxford University Press. A third Oxford
resource, Winding it Back: Teaching to Individual Differences in Music Classroom and Ensemble Settings will be released in 2016.
Dr. Hammel has also contributed chapters to several other Oxford University Press and National Association for Music Education
(NAfME) resources.
Dr. Hammel is affiliated with the John F. Kennedy Center for the Arts and is a member of the Kennedy Center National Forum: Examining the Intersection of Arts Education and Special Education. She serves on the planning committee for the
national conference co-sponsored by the Kennedy Center and Very Special Arts. She is also chair of the National Association for
Music Education Task Force on Students with Special Needs. Dr. Hammel enjoys serving as a consultant and clinician for several
organizations including Conn-Selmer and United Sound. She serves in many concurrent state and national professional leadership
positions and is a multiple award recipient honoring her commitment to music education and music teacher education.
Her primary goal is to become a better teacher with each passing day.
Keith W. Hodgson is the Director of Music Education at the University of The Arts in Philadelphia,
PA. He teaches graduate & undergraduate conducting, percussion methods, is the Program Director of
the Master of Arts in Teaching degree (MAT), oversees the music education minor program, fieldwork
experiences and supervises student teachers in their elementary and secondary field placements.
Mr. Hodgson is the Eastern Division President to the National Association for Music Education
(NAfME), a Past-President of the New Jersey Music Educator’s Association, a National Board Certified
Teacher, the recipient of the 2014 New Jersey Governor’s Award in the Arts for Leadership in Music and
was a Grammy Nominated Music Educator Quarter Finalist in 2014. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
Music Education from William Patterson University, NJ and his Masters Degree in School Leadership
and Administration from Rowan University, NJ with Supervisor and Principal Certifications and is currently working on a Doctorate of Education in Organizational Leadership from Aspen University. Mr. Hodgson spent twenty-six years as a high school band
director in New Jersey. The majority of that teaching was at Mainland Regional HS in Linwood, NJ.
Mr. Hodgson is a Conn-Selmer Educational Clinician, the Director of Educational for Zeswitz Music, Conductor and
Artistic Director of the South Jersey Area Wind Ensemble and the Head Director of the American Music Abroad Gold Tour to
Europe. He is an active guest conductor, band clinician, guest speaker and professional development presenter. Mr. Hodgson was
honored with the 2016 Distinguished Service Award by the New Jersey Music Educators Association for Leadership in Music.
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Karen Howard is Associate Professor of Music at the University of St. Thomas. She teaches courses in
general and choral music education, global music traditions, and research. Karen is a frequent clinician
on matters of creating anti-racist music education environments, diversifying music curricula, ethical
song research, and global music traditions, and is a member of the Smithsonian Folkways WMP team.
She is the author of World Music Pedagogy: Secondary School Innovations, First Steps in Global Music,
and Dance Like a Butterfly: Songs from Liberia, Senegal, Nigeria and Ghana. Karen’s research has also
been published in textbooks and research journals.
Christa Jones teaches General Music at Concord West Side Elementary School in Elkhart, Indiana.
She is an active clinician and has presented at state conferences and workshops in Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, and Wisconsin, and she will speak at the NAfME Virtual Conference in February 2021. She completed the Master of Music Education degree and all three levels of Orff Schulwerk teacher education
at VanderCook College of Music in Chicago, IL. Ms. Jones serves on the boards of the Indiana Music
Educators Association and Indiana Orff Schulwerk Association. She is co-editor of INform Magazine,
Indiana MEA’s professional journal.
Timothy Kaiser is pursuing the Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Wind Conducting at the University of
Arizona. Mr. Kaiser comes to Arizona from Del Valle High School in Austin, Texas, where he conducted
the Concert and Jazz Bands and co-directed the Proud Cardinal Marching Band. He began his career at
Antioch High School in Antioch, California, as teacher and administrator of a comprehensive program
that included bands, string orchestra, and AP Music Theory. His ensembles have performed at Pearl
Harbor, Disneyland’s Magic Music Days, AT&T Stadium (home of the Dallas Cowboys), the Reno Jazz
Festival, and Fiesta San Antonio.
Tom Kamp is a trombonist, improviser, teacher, introvert, clinician, author, composer, and arranger. A
band director for the Berkeley Heights (NJ) Public Schools, Tom has taught band and general music at
the elementary, middle, and high school levels. Through his book, “Rhythm First! A Beginner’s Guide
to Jazz Improvisation,” published by Sher Music Co., and website, “norulesnofearjazz.com” Tom helps
students and teachers experience freedom by exploring the playground of jazz. Tom has played in Carnegie Hall, the Hollywood Bowl, and Birdland jazz club in NYC.

Featured Clinician: Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser
Dr. Tim Lautzenheiser is a well-known name in the music education world as a teacher,
clinician, author, composer, consultant, adjudicator, and, above all, a trusted friend to anyone
interested in working with young people in developing a desire for excellence.
His career involves ten years of successful college band directing at Northern Michigan University, the University of Missouri, and New Mexico State University. During this time Tim
developed highly acclaimed groups in all areas of the instrumental and vocal field.
Tim is a graduate of Ball State University and the University of Alabama. He was awarded an
Honorary Doctorate Degree from VanderCook College of Music. Additional awards include
the distinguished Sudler Order of Merit from the John Philip Sousa Foundation, Mr. Holland’s Opus Award and the Music Industry Award from the Midwest Clinic Board of Directors.
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Katie Lewis is in her eleventh year as the Director of Bands at Maus Middle School. Mrs. Lewis serves
as the Electives Team lead on her campus and on the curriculum writing team in Frisco ISD. Bands
under her direction have consistently received UIL “Sweepstakes” awards and have been named “Best
in Class” and “Most Outstanding Band” at various North Texas music festivals.
Under her direction, the Maus Wind Ensemble was selected by the Foundation for Music Education as
a National Winner in the Mark of Excellence National Wind Band Honors Project four years. The Maus
Wind Ensemble was named the 7th runner up in the class CC 2018 Texas Music Educators Association Honor Band contest.
Mrs. Lewis graduated magna cum laude and received her Bachelor of Music Education degree from the University of North Texas.
She has presented at numerous music education conferences and has had several articles published. Mrs. Lewis is an active band
clinician, adjudicator and performer. She serves as the TMEA Region 24 Secretary and the TMEA Region 24 Middle School Band
Co-Chair. Mrs. Lewis also serves as the Texas Bandmasters Association Representative for her Region and the Texas Music Educators Association Representative for her Area. Her professional affiliations include the Texas Music Educators Association, Texas
Bandmasters Association, Texas Music Adjudicators Association, Phi Beta Mu, an honorary International Bandmasters’ Fraternity,
Sigma Alpha Iota, Pi Kappa Lambda National Music Honor Society and Texas Flute Society.
Robin Linaberry works frequently as a conductor, adjudicator, clinician, private teacher, and author
of “Strategies, Tips, and Activities for the Effective Band Director” (Routledge, 2021). He has retired
from fulltime teaching after thirty-five years of distinguished work, including as Director of Music for
Maine-Endwell Schools, Head Director for the American Music Abroad Red Tour, and former Adjunct
for Ithaca College, Binghamton University and SUNY-Broome CC. Robin is a state Chair (NY) for The
National Band Association, and conductor of the adult Southern Tier Concert Band, a winner of “The
American Prize for Wind Ensemble Performance: Community Division 2014.”
Curtis Madigan is the Founder and CEO of Sound Formation. He’s a music education visionary that
has created a groundbreaking theory of rhythm that has garnered support from countless experts in
education and top-level performers. He’s the pioneer of the Sound Formation Method™ which is a
rhythmic based approach to learning music. His programs have run in over 100 schools across 8 states,
and he’s trained over 100 music teachers nationwide. He’s a graduate in guitar performance and composition from Berklee College of Music.
Dan Mascola is the founder and CEO of Moosiko, an adaptive guitar learning platform for schools.
Dan grew up in a family of teachers, with parents in early education and special education. He, however, took a different path to pursue an engineering degree and has spent 15 years working on software
products for travel, food, and music companies. Music is a creative escape for Dan. He likes to write his
own songs and jam with friends. After learning piano and guitar early on in life, Dan has added ukulele,
banjo, and the harmonica to his tool belt of instruments. With Moosiko, Dan is able to combine the
education in his blood with his love of playing and making music.
Karla McClain is a National Board Certified Teacher in Early Adolescent/Young Adulthood Music, and
teaches at Irving A. Robbins Middle School and East Farms School in Farmington, CT. Prior to that,
Karla taught in West Hartford, CT and Hilliard,OH. Karla is also the Assistant Director of Laurel Music
Camp in New Hartford, Connecticut.
Karla is an active presenter and clinician at state, regional, and national conferences. Her choirs have
been Featured Showcase Ensembles for the CMEA State Conference. Karla is on the Professional Development Committee for CMEA and a member of ACDA.
Karla received her Bachelor of Music in education from Ohio Wesleyan University, and her Master of Science in Music Education
from Central Connecticut State University. She has a passion for using music technology and world music to engage students.
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Jessica McKiernan is a Ph.D. student in music education with a choral cognate at Michigan State
University, where she supervises student teachers; assists with undergraduate coursework; and serves as
an advisor for the NAfME student chapter. Her research interests include gender and identity development, inclusive pedagogy, and how to facilitate difficult conversations in ensembles.
Before moving to Michigan, she taught choir in Oregon, where she served as the head of her district’s
choral music learning team, festival creator and coordinator, and focused on engagement between
schools and the community. She is a certified adjudicator in Oregon and Michigan.
Nate Menifield is currently a middle and high school choral director and general music teacher in
the Freeport school system. Previously, he taught music at Kennebunk High School for nine years, and
served as the Visual and Performing Arts Specialist at the Maine Department of Education. He completed his undergraduate studies at Harvard College and the University of Southern Maine, and holds
a Master’s Degree in Education Policy, Organizational Analysis, and Leadership Studies from Stanford
University. A lifelong Maine resident and musician, he is committed to collaboratively using music as a
tool for social change in Maine schools and communities.
Saleel Menon is a Graduate Choral Conducting and Music Education student at Michigan State
University. Prior to his work there, he was a choir director at Ridge Point High School in Houston Texas,
where he built a program over 5 years. Specializing in non-traditional choral pedagogy, Menon co-authored an article published in the Music Education Journal on popular music in 2019. In 2020, Menon
received the Texas Choral Director’s Association’s Young Director of Distinction. He is active as a clinician, composer, accompanist, and sings professionally with a number of choirs in the Houston area.
Coty Raven Morris is a proud alumnus of Texas State University- San Marcos and Michigan State University where she attained a Masters in Choral Conducting in the Spring of 2020.
She is currently the Director of Choirs at Crosby High School in the Houston area. Prior to this, she
was the Outreach Choir Director at the MSU Community Music School, Assistant Director of the MSU
State Singers, and Music Director at Grand Ledge United Methodist Church. Her choirs received consistent Sweepstakes & Division I ratings at UIL and choral festivals.
Morris is the founder of “Being Human Together” a music education community striving to normalize difficult topics in our field
through conversation and connection. BHT seeks to discuss traditionally taboo topics like mental health, systemic oppression,
diversity, and inclusivity. Coty Raven Morris is a sought after speaker and clinician around the country… as well as an avid boxer!
Peter Perry has traveled the world teaching and performing music. He is currently in his twenty-fifth
consecutive year as Instrumental Music Director at Richard Montgomery High School in Rockville,
Maryland, and is also on the music education faculty of The Catholic University of America in Washington D.C. His book, Technology Tips for Ensemble Teachers, published by Oxford University Press, is
the first text to specifically outline technology use in large ensemble teaching. Dr. Perry is a recipient of:
The Japan Fulbright fellowship, the Presidential Scholar Teacher Award, and the Brent Cannon Music
Education Alumni Achievement Award from Kappa Kappa Psi.
Eric Posada serves as Visiting Professor of Choral Music at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Previous appointments include Director of Choral Music at Tyler Junior College and Associate
Director of Choral Activities at Texas A&M University. In 2020-2021, Posada will present interest sessions
for the Louisiana Choral Directors Association; the state Music Educators Associations of Oregon,
Alabama, Utah, Ohio, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Dakota; and The College Music Society. A native
of McAllen, Texas, Dr. Posada founded the Rio Grande Valley’s first professional chorus. The ensemble
will be featured at the 2021 Texas Choral Directors Association’s Summer Conference.
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Courtney Powers is the Music Director at South Philadelphia High School in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Originally from a small rural town- Leon, Kansas she began playing French horn in middle
school with director Lynn Harrington- KMEA Hall of Fame Director and came to Berklee by way of
Cowley County Community College in Arkansas City outside of Wichita under the direction of Gary
Gackstatter. She graduated from Berklee in 2007 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Music Education and from
Villanova in 2015 with a Master of Arts in Education. In her 14 years of teaching she has had a wide
ranging experience in urban schools that have taken her from Massachusetts to Texas and Pennsylvania
working in public/charter/alternative schools and actively playing in community bands and orchestras.
She has extended her teaching to include modern band, guitar and ukulele, drama and general music classes. Courtney is a VH1Save the Music JDilla grant facilitator ($50,000), 2020 Grammy Music Educator Semi Finalist and 2021 Quarter Finalist, 2020 Vans
Give A Band Grant ($10,000), 2019 Give A Note Grant Semi Finalist and 2020 Give A Note Grant ($5,000) . Her professional activities include a social media presence #musiccitizenship, IG @ms.powers_musicedu and active membership in NAfME, PMEA, Little
Kids Rock, APME and affiliations with notsolatin, Roland, Artist Year, Project 440 and other community partners
Caitlin Ramsey has been the band director at Cape Elizabeth Middle School since 2010. For the past
eighteen years, she has been an active adjudicator, clinician, and guest conductor and currently serves
as the Eastern Division Representative on the National Council of Band Education. In 2020, Ms. Ramsey
was named the MMEA Music Educator of the Year. Ms. Ramsey holds undergraduate degrees in horn
performance and music education from Miami University and a Masters of Music from Kent State
University. She serves as the DI Secretary and coordinates the D1 7/8 and 6th Grade Honors Festivals.
https://cemsband.weebly.com
Wendy Bauer Reeves is in her twenty-first year as band director at Sells Middle School, and her 25th
year as Assistant Director of the Dublin Coffman Marching Band. Prior to teaching band, she taught
choir and general music for five years, also at Sells. Mrs. Reeves graduated from The Ohio State University School of Music in 1993, and received her MA in Music Education from OSU in 1998. While at OSU,
she played tuba in concert ensembles and sousaphone in the OSU Marching Band. She enjoys conducting middle school honor bands and has presented sessions at the Ohio MEA State Conference several
times. She was a clinician at the 2013 NAfME National Conference, 2010 and 2015 Capital University
Complete Band Directors Workshop, the International Meeting of WBDI in 2017, and several state MEA
conferences. In addition to OMEA and Women Band Directors International, Mrs. Reeves is a member of the American School
Band Directors Association and has presented at the ASBDA regional conference twice.
Katie Schisler has a BME Vocal/Instrumental from University of Central Missouri and Masters of Music Education from Central Methodist University. She completed her Kodály levels in 2008 at University
of Central Missouri and returned in 2014 to earn her OAKE recognized certification under Ann Eisen.
Katie has taught general and choral music around Missouri for all ages and currently teaches at A. D.
Stowell Elementary in the Hannibal School District. In 2014 she established a string program at Stowell
known as the Southside Strings that include students ranging from fourth grade through high school.
She also co-directs the Hannibal Area String Orchestra. In 2018 A. D. Stowell became a STEAM Integration school and Katie has had the opportunity to collaborate on projects that blend music concepts with
multiple subjects. Katie is a member of NAfME, ACDA, NEA, and OAKE.
Christopher Selby is the author of Habits of a Successful Orchestra Director, Music Theory for
the Successful String Musician, and co-author of the Habits of a Successful String Musician series, a
collection of string method books for middle and upper level orchestras published by GIA. He is an
active clinician and conductor, and has presented sessions at two Midwest Clinics, five ASTA National Conferences, and numerous state conferences across America. Dr. Selby currently directs the high
school orchestras at the School of the Arts in Charleston, SC. His orchestras have performed at the 2019
Midwest Clinic, and they won the 2016 ASTA National Orchestra Festival’s top award of Grand Champion in the competitive public school division.
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Melissa Shabo has been the band director at Scarborough Middle School for the past four years. She
earned her Bachelors in Music Education in 2008 and Masters in Music Education in 2016, both degrees
from the University of Southern Maine. She is also currently pursuing her CAS in Educational Leadership. Since 2015, Ms. Shabo has been the camp director of the Southern Maine Junior Music Academy,
Youth Band Day Camp, and Choral Music Academy at USM. She is also the co-founder and coordinator of the Funtown Music Festival. She currently serves as the District I Chair and band manager for
the District I 7/8 Honors Festival.
Anne Smith is an Elementary Teacher of Music in Alexandria, Virginia where she also serves as an
Equity Liaison. A Music Therapy major who double minored in voice and piano, she holds a BA in
Human Relations , an M .Ed in Teaching and an Ed. S in Curriculum and Instruction. She is currently
a doctoral candidate at Liberty University. She is a member of the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee of VMEA and the Diversity Collective of the NEA. A composer, poet and playwright, In 2015 her
book Good News: Innovators and Originators of Gospel Music was published.
Ms. Jessica R. Stephens is in her 14th year as the orchestra director at James L. Capps Middle School
in Oklahoma City, OK. She is passionate about middle school students and creating opportunities for
them to develop self-confidence and community through orchestra; and is dedicated to empowering all
teachers to harness technology to inspire their students. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Instrumental
Music Education from the University of Oklahoma and is currently pursuing her Master’s degree in
Educational Technology from Oklahoma State University.

Featured Clinician: Z. Randall Stroope
Z. Randall Stroope is an American conductor and composer. He has conducted in 25 countries, is the Artistic Director of two international summer music festivals, and has conducted
mass at the Vatican on 11 occasions. Randall has directed 46 All-State choirs. After graduation from University of Colorado and Arizona State University, Randall taught seven years
at junior high/high school, and then was a tenured Professor of Music at three universities,
including Rowan University in New Jersey. He has always loved composing, having studied
several years with Cecil Effinger and Normand Lockwood, both students of French teacher/
composer, Nadia Boulanger.

Stephanie Burkard Taylor is an elementary music educator in Northern Virginia. She has taught in
classrooms, trailers, and on carts, frequently moving from space to space throughout her teaching. She
is a visiting lecturer at Old Dominion University and has presented on teaching on a cart at the Virginia
Music Educators Association Conference.

Jody Underwood has been working in the field of music education technology for over 20 years and
believes in “Educating the Educators”. Because of his love of music, Jody also devotes many non-working hours to utilizing his musical gifts at church. In addition to leading the church band from the piano
during weekly services, he also sings, plays keyboards/keytar and runs sound and lighting for his 80’s
band, MIXTAPE. Jody resides in Wartrace, TN with his wife and 3 children. Jody earned his BA in
Commercial Keyboard with a Technology Emphasis at Belmont University in Nashville, TN.
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Brian J. Wagner-Yeung is the Special Learners chair to NYSSMA. He received his BA and MSED in
Music Education from CUNY Queens College and an advanced certificate in Autism Spectrum Disorders from CUNY Brooklyn College. He has taught students on the elementary, middle school, and high
school level - where he has worked with students who have severe special needs, in addition to students
who are gifted and talented. Mr. Wagner-Yeung has taught: general music, string orchestra, musical
theatre, and performing arts. He is a classically trained cellist and has played regularly in the NYC area.
He has presented, and co-presented workshops for NYSSMA, NYCDOE, SCMEA, OMEA, NJMEA,
CMEA, PMEA, NYSCAME, ABLE Assembly, Balanced Mind, NAfME National In-Service Conference, NAfME Biennial Eastern
Division Conference, NAfME Western Division Conference, and two online webinars for NAfME. He has also presented lectures at
CUNY Brooklyn College, CUNY Queens College, and NYU. In addition, he has had papers and articles published in International
Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences, School Music News, Tempo, Maryland Music Educator, Bluegrass Music News, Windsong Journal, DARTS Newsletter, and Music ConstructED magazines - in addition to five articles for NAfME’s Music in a Minuet.
Christopher G. White is the Director of Bands at the University of Maine and the Director of Maine
Summer Youth Music camps. Mr. White has studied with Eugene Corporon, Dennis Fisher, Curvin
Farnham and Rodney Winther. Mr. White has guest conducted in Iowa, Texas and throughout Maine.
He has been an contributing scholar in 4 volumes of the “Teaching Music Through Performance” series
published by GIA. His bands have been represented at local and regional conferences as well as major
NCAA events coast to coast.
Tracy Williamson is General Music Teacher, Choral Director and Steel Band Director at Gorham Middle School in Gorham, Maine. She holds a Bachelor of Music in Flute Performance from Boston University, a Master of Music in Music Education and Flute Performance from Boston Conservatory and is currently pursuing a degree in Media Arts. She is on the board of the Maine ACDA and was a semi-finalist
for the 2021 GRAMMY Music Educator Award. In addition to teaching, Tracy is also webmaster for the
Pan New England website and the Maine Music Educators District 1 website. She is an Apple certified
teacher and certified Soundtrap educator with a passion for enhancing music education with technology.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR MUSIC EDUCATORS
SUBSCRIBE TODAY TO THE NAfME ONLINE LEARNING PLATFORM

“I’m always looking for more professional development that is music-related,
and NAfME Academy is an easy, affordable way to access professional
development that’s relevant to my curriculum.”
—Tonya, 7-year music educator from North Carolina
bit.ly/NAfMEAcademy | 1-800-336-3768 | NAfMEAcademy@nafme.org
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